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Welcome to 
Editon 2 of Mayfield Minds 

Matter. With exams approaching for all year 
groups it is important that our young people are aware 
of the signs and symptoms of exam stress and know 
strategies to help them cope through the exam period’.

Exam Stress
Healthy Young Minds

What is Exam Stress?

• Stress is the body’s natural response to 
something threatening or frightening.

• Exam stress happens particularly around 
the time of exams.

• Mild levels can make us more alert and 
help motivate us.

• If stress levels are too high, it can impair 
our ability to prepare for exams, leading 
to more stress.

• A certain level of stress is normal about 
exams.

What signs should i look for in a
Young Person?

• Feeling frightened, nervous or panicky
• Difficulties sleeping
• Bad dreams
• Eating more/less than usual
• Difficulties concentrating on homework
• Not wanting to go to school
• Avoiding or excessive revising
• Not wanting to do activities previously enjoyed
• Feeling tired
• Tearfulness
• More irritable than usual

• Using the toilet often
• Fidgety
• Complaints of:
     * Racing heart
     * Feeling faint
     * Stomach ache
     * Feeling sick
     * Pains in the chest
     * Feeling breathless
     * Headache
     * Butterflies in the stomach
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And so, December already! The 
first term of this academic year is, 
somehow, already behind us, and 
2023 lies just around the January 
corner. It’s been an incredibly 
busy and productive time. Mr 
Howard, our new head teacher, 
has now completed his first 
Mayfield term, and our students 
who were new in September are 
now well-equipped to navigate 
both their timetables and the 
school building. Our school 
production, The Addams Family, 
was a resounding triumph, and 

our Year 11 Class of 2022 returned for Presentation Evening to collect their 
GCSE certificates. It was a pleasure to see them all and to wish them well, 
embarking on their journeys to adulthood and all that the future holds. 
In primary, the children have had several exciting activities. Not only did a 
dinosaur come to visit, but the children also went global in their Go Global 
week – this included indulging in some food-tasting when comparing the 
UK to Australia – and sampling the delights of Vegemite!
Within the next week or so, we shall finish for Christmas and, as the year 
grows old, our thoughts often turn to nostalgia – we reflect on the year 
that’s been and the times to come. Just like Charles Dickens and his ghosts 
of Christmases Past, Present and Future, we carry the ghosts of our own 
memories with us. Much as Christmas can spark joy, it can also spark 
melancholy and a certain thoughtfulness that is unique to the season. 
Perhaps it is the indulgence of our five senses at this time of year; the 
smells, sights, sounds, tastes and sensations of Christmas, that make it so 
evocative. Cinnamon and woodsmoke, dark mornings and darker nights, 
the gleam of lights in the midst of darkness, and the ritual of family, food 
and the festive edition of the Radio Times. 
Christmas can lead us to remember those we have lost, and those that we 
miss. It can evoke heady emotions or provoke anxiety, as well as being one 
of the most busy times of year as we rush to live up to the pressure of the 
‘perfect’ Christmas. Well, ‘perfect’ is different for everyone. With this in mind, 
this edition of the newsletter is about looking after yourself, talking kindly 
to yourself, and also how to keep an eye out for others who may need us. 
You’ll also find some inspirational people, some information about neuro-
diversity support in the city, and some ideas of how people from different 
cultures let some light into their homes during the darkest times of the year.
We wish a peaceful Christmas to all of our Mayfield family, and urge you to 
reach out to us, should you need to. 
For any queries, comments or suggestions regarding the newsletter, please 
feel free to contact Verity Howard at: 
howard-verity@mayfield.portsmouth.sch.uk

Talk to yourself  kindly 

Last month in Mayfield, we had some staff wellbeing sessions 
facilitated by our local Mental Health Support Team. These went 
far beyond the usual remit of ‘have a nice bath’ and instead, staff 
were advised to speak kindly to themselves and to set their own 
boundaries.
How often have you found yourself speaking negatively to you? 
If a friend was exhausted, stressed from a hard week or having a 
tough time, and said they were going to head home and just sit 
down to relax, how would you reply? Most likely, you’d tell them 
that yes, they absolutely should do that. They should take the 
time for themselves and be a bit selfish for once, head home and 
relax. However, if you were to head home from work, drained 
and tired, and were to then just sit down on the sofa, chances 
are you’d begin engaging in negative self-talk. Perhaps telling 
yourself not to be ‘lazy’, thinking of how if you don’t get things 
done, nobody else will do them for you, and pushing yourself to 
just keep going. Self-compassion is when we try to change our 
mindset and speak to ourself as a friend would – allow ourselves 
to be a bit selfish sometimes, accept that we might need to 
stop and have a break. It may well be the case that nobody else 
will do the washing, but it’s probably okay waiting in the linen 
basket until you can face it!
Setting your own boundaries is also important. We often find 
ourselves doing a favour for a friend or giving someone a lift 
somewhere that’s miles out of our way or agreeing to collect 
all of our friends’ children from a party and looking after them 
until their parents can get away from work and so on. This is how 
we get through life – favours for one another, relying on our 
friendship groups – but sometimes, you will feel too drained or 
tired, or too stressed, poorly, perhaps anxious or depressed, to 
want to help, or to feel physically able to. This is the time to draw 
a line, to set the boundary, and to feel ok in saying that, actually, 
just this once you’re not able to do the favour, or you don’t have 
capacity to help out, or that you need some time for you. Do not 
feel guilty about this! We spend a lot of life helping others, but 
we often neglect ourselves. Set your boundaries, speak kindly 
to yourself, and exercise some self-compassion. Make it your 
Christmas gift to you!
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Dark Nights but Bright 
Lights!

Making Christmas 
Brighter for the 
Elderly 

SEND Spotlight 

With the change of the clocks occurring back before Halloween and the 
shortest day of the year soon approaching with the winter solstice on 
21st December, it is easy to see why human beings use light as a source 
of hope, of celebration, and as a symbol of things that are special. The 
traditions of bringing greenery indoors and lighting up the midwinter 
hark back to Roman times when people would mark the winter solstice 
with a feast called Saturnalia, in honour of their god of agriculture, 
Saturn. The Romans knew that winter would soon be upon them and 
so they gathered up and decorated their homes and temples with 
evergreen boughs.

Different faiths around 
the world also use light 
frequently. The Hindu 
festival of Diwali fell on 
24th October this year. 
Diwali is also known as 
the ‘festival of light’ and 
is sometimes celebrated 
by Sikhs and Jains, too. 
The word Diwali comes 
from the Sanskrit, 
Deepavali, which translates as ‘rows of lighted lamps.’ It is a festival of 
new beginnings and celebrates the triumph of light over darkness and 
good over evil. It often incorporates sweets and fireworks, so children 
especially enjoy it!

Hanukkah is a Jewish festival, 
and like Diwali it is also known as 
a festival of lights, again taking 
place in Autumn or Winter. 
This year, it falls between 18th 
and 26th December. Hanukkah 
celebrates the recovery of 
Jerusalem and each night, the 
menorah is lit. This is a six or 
eight-branched candelabra with a 
central branch in the middle, and 
is highly symbolic. 
Light is often used in the world 
to represent joy, hope, or to 
remember loved ones. We use light to celebrate, whether it’s the candles 
on a birthday cake, to the fairy lights on a tree, or the sparkling fireworks 
of Diwali. 
Bringing some light into our lives during the dark winter months can 
provide a cosy sense of cheer, cutting through the gloom, and boosting 
our mood when we need it most

Age UK state on their website that almost 1.5 million older people 
feel more lonely at this time of the year than at any other. We can all 
make a difference to this and impact positively on the lives of older 
neighbours and relatives. The thought of being lonely at any stage 
in our lives is incredibly sad, and even more so when we may be very 
vulnerable and more in need of company and care than ever. You 
can invite an elderly neighbour or relative to a meal at Christmas 
time (or indeed at any time of the year!), or deliver a home-cooked 
meal to them, or buy them a gift – perhaps some special foods for 
Christmas, a book to read, and even a copy of the festive TV guide; 
anything to help provide time-fillers and the knowledge that people 
are thinking of them. This needn’t be time-consuming and do be 
mindful of making sure you’re in a position yourself to help – a bit 
like when you’re told by cabin staff on an aeroplane to put your own 
oxygen mask on first, so that you’re well set to help others. Small 
gestures can make a big impact. 

Neuro-diversity and neuro-differences are something we’ve written 
about recently in the newsletter, for example, dyslexia, Attention 
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 
(ADHD), or Autistic Spectrum 
Condition (ASC). You may 
have a child who has had, 
or is waiting to have, a 
neuro-diversity profile 
completed and, if so, then 
the following website will 
be super useful for you. The 
city have launched a new 
online platform which can 
be found at the link below. Here, you’ll be able to find all manner 
of support – you don’t need a referral, your child does not need to 
have had a neuro-diversity profile completed, and you can speak 
to professionals who can offer advice, signposting, and avenues of 
direct support for you and your family:
www. solent-family-assist.custhelp.com 
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Inspirational! - Jonathan Bryan

Jonathan Bryan finished his GCSEs 
last summer. He is a published author 
and poet, who can be found on 
Twitter (@eyecantalk) and who was 
diagnosed, almost from birth, with 
PMLD – Profound and Multiple Learning 
Difficulties. Jonathan’s mum was in a car 
accident when heavily pregnant with 
him, and before he’d had a chance to 
begin life, he had this ‘label’ to live with. 
Mrs Howard, our SEND teacher, was 
lucky enough to speak with Jonathan 
and his mum, Chantal, earlier this year, 
and was struck by their story.
There is no doubt that Jonathan has 
faced significant hurdles, yet he is 
inspirational with the way in which he overcomes them – and went 
on to prove medics wrong by actually having no difficulty with 
learning itself whatsoever. In fact, Jonathan is remarkable. He can 
only communicate with the movement of his eyes, using a special 
board to do so, but with this board he has written not only poems 
but even a book. He has completed schooling and is on a mission 
to educate people to never underestimate anyone who has 
additional needs. Jonathan maintains that because some people 
look at him and see that his body does not work well, they often 
think that his mind doesn’t – but they are clearly wrong!
Jonathan’s mum says that when he was younger, they became 
acutely aware that people were talking to him differently:
“Jonathan describes being talked to in “special”; a mixture of 
the voice reserved for a baby mixed with how you talk to a 
foreigner with little understanding: slow, loud and clear with short 
sentences,” she said.
People often assumed that he would not understand if they talked 
to him normally and at first his school didn’t teach him literacy. 
However, when he was seven, his mum decided to keep him at 
home for a few hours every day to teach him to read and write. It 
soon became apparent that Jonathan is talented, excellent with 
words, and a keen learner.
Negative discrimination, and making judgments about people 
with additional needs or disabilities before we even know them, 
happens too often, and Jonathan’s poem - that we have printed 
here - is a powerful voice against this. It’s a ‘reverse poem’ – read 
it through to the end, then follow the instructions for a whole 
different meaning.
We hope that you find this poem as powerful as we did – you can 
find more of Jonathan’s work at www.eyecantalk.net

PMLD 

We are not capable of learning
So do not tell me
There’s something going on behind the disability.
Treated as useless handicaps
Minds with nothing in there, tragically
Stuck in a wheelchair,
Disabilities visibly crippling –
Just incontinent and dribbling,
We are not
Academically able.
You should make our minds
Stagnate in special education!
We cannot
Learn to read,
Learn to spell,
Learn to write,
Instead let us
Be constrained by a sensory curriculum.
It is not acceptable to say
We have the capacity to learn.
School should occupy us, entertain us; but never teach us
You are deluded to believe that
Our education can be looked at another way!

NOW READ IT AGAIN but from the bottom line upNOW READ IT AGAIN but from the bottom line up (By 
Jonathan Bryan.)
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Learning Support Department

Should you have any concerns regarding your child, then do please contact us. The folk below can help!

Have you ever wondered what the role of an LSA in the senior section really entails? What goes on 
when you’re supporting a student 1:1 in a range of lessons and learning, all different subjects and a 
huge variety of learning? , we asked one of our LSAs to provide an insight into their role. Read on!  

A Day in the Life of an LSA 

“A day in the life of an LSA is a meticulous one that is full of surprises.  
 
You must ensure you are exceedingly well organised and well versed in a colourful rainbow of 
subjects.  One day you could be adjusting a disobedient sewing machine, writing a postcard in Spanish, 
helping to solve a complex maths problem, or organising an intense Guess Who contest in Buddy Club. 
You may even be guiding a pupil to avoid having soggy bottom cake in Food Tech.  
 
 
You must bring a different ‘you’ to work every day. I envision it as slipping on a multitude of wobbly hats 
in different shapes and sizes and being ready to change one at a moment's notice!  
 
 
I have supported my pupil since year eight and it has been a wild whirlwind. Now we march together to 
face the frenzy and fun of Year Eleven.” – An LSA from seniors, Miss Groom  
 
 
 
Should you ever need to contact a member of the Learning Support Department, then the key staff 
members you will need are as follows: 
  

 Mrs Anders (SENDCo and Assistant Head – anderse@mayfield.portsmouth.sch.uk  

 

 

 

 

 Mrs Shaw (Assistant SENDCo) – shaws@mayfield.portsmouth.portsmouth.sch.uk  

 

 

 

 

              
 
Mrs Howard (SEND teacher) – howard-verity@mayfield.portsmouth.sch.uk 

 

 

Mrs Erika Anders
SENCO, Assistant Head, Designated 

Safeguarding Lead
anderse@mayfield.portsmouth.sch.uk

Miss Jo Webb
Assistant SENCO (seniors)

webb@mayfield.portsmouth.sch.uk

Ms Lindsey Catlin
Assistant SENCO 

catlin-lindsey@mayfield.portsmouth.
sch.uk

Mrs Amy Brawn
Assistant SENCO (primary)

brawn-amy@mayfield.portsmouth.sch.uk

Mrs Verity Howard
SEND teacher and Mental Health Support 

Team Lead
howard-verity@mayfield.portsmouth.

sch.uk

Learning Support DepartmentLearning Support Department
Should you have any concerns regarding your child, then do please contact us. The folk below can help!Should you have any concerns regarding your child, then do please contact us. The folk below can help!

If you wish to contact us about this newsletter – or even to make a contribution, 
then please contact Mrs Verity Howard, at: howard-verity@mayfield.portsmouth.sch.uk 

Key ContactsKey Contacts
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Not a Christmas Tree but a Worry Tree …  

This was developed by www.solentmind.org.uk and might be something that is helpful for you, your 
child, or a family member over the Christmas holidays.  
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